SUPPLY CHAIN CONSULTING

Cost efficient rail logistics around the world.

Description
Along with the introduction of ultra-long rails to the European market, voestalpine has developed efficient and safe transport solutions on public flat wagons, which became international state-of-the-art in the meanwhile. Usually the rails are placed in three or four layers (wooden blanks in between) on the flat wagons and are finally fixed with plastic or steel ropes. Beside the pure railroad transport, we also develop customized supply-chain solutions from the rail rolling mill to any construction side in Europe or overseas, which requires in many cases a combination of railroad, vessel and road transport. Due to our expertise we can assure a continuous rail supply-chain (including rail manipulation) up to the final delivery destination.

Customer benefits
» Supply-chain solutions from a single-source
» No investments in special wagons or additional equipment necessary
» High wagon availability, since every UIC standardized wagon can be used (international wagon pool)
» Transportation costs are only paid in one direction, return transportation is not necessary
» Following the UIC loading standards, no specific permission of transport is necessary

www.voestalpine.com/railway-systems